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The subject of turbulent and nonturbulent interfaces (TNTIs) has been extensively studied using idealized freeshear flows and zero-pressure-gradient flat-plate boundary layers. However, it remains to be addressed whether a
TNTI can be quantitively identified in complex aerodynamic flows where separation bubbles, transition, turbulent
boundary-layer separation and an asymmetric wake coexist in a complex spatially developing fashion. Here, we
report a direct numerical simulation study at Ma  0.5 and at a low Reynolds number past a NACA-0012 airfoil at a
2 deg angle of attack. The threshold-free fuzzy cluster method is used for TNTI identification, and it is corroborated
by a joint probability density function-based method. The TNTIs detected are confirmed to be physical a posteriori by
the distinctive quasi-step jump behavior in conditionally averaged statistics along traverses normal to the interfaces.
The possible connection between the TNTI curvature and local entrainment is also investigated. Airfoil TNTI
curvature parameters are found to be noticeably affected by the transitional state of the flow; at the same time,
there are only minor differences between the TNTIs in the boundary-layer region and in the wake region.
Conditionally sampled results suggest that there is little propensity for local entrainment to occur on either the
leading or trailing edge of the TNTIs. Downstream of transition, local entrainment is more pronounced on relatively
flat TNTI surfaces for both the airfoil wake and boundary layer.
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I.

Introduction
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ECADES of research starting from the 1950s have firmly
established the existence of a turbulent and nonturbulent interface (TNTI) demarcating the chaotic rotational fluid inside an idealized
turbulent free-shear flow (e.g., jet, mixing layer, wake), or a zeropressure-gradient smooth flat-plate boundary layer (ZPGSFPBL),
from its quiescent irrotational freestream fluid. It is now well known
that the TNTI is highly corrugated in space and evolves rapidly with
time; conditionally averaged statistics may exhibit quasi-discontinuous characteristics across a thin zone surrounding the TNTI. Studying
TNTIs is important to understand the process of entrainment [1–4],
which leads to growth of the turbulent zone and enhanced mixing. Up
to 2014, work in this field was summarized in the comprehensive
review by da Silva et al. [5].
Aside from entrainment, from an aerodynamics point of view, the
TNTI is also useful in understanding the correlation between instantaneous wall shear stress and outer irrotational motion (Wu et al. [6]).
At high Mach numbers, the interface zone itself may interact with
acoustic waves in certain situations [7]. More importantly, for complex flow on an airfoil, accurate identification of the TNTI offers the
opportunity to address the fundamental difficulty of locating the
instantaneous position of either the attached or the separated boundary-layer edge where the wall-normal distance of 99%U∞ is not an
appropriate measure in such complex flows. Although there have
been some recent preliminary attempts to identify the TNTI in the
flat-plate boundary layer under pressure gradients [8,9], the field of
TNTI research has so far been rather firmly confined within the realm
of flat-plate boundary layers and canonical free-shear flows such as
idealized jets, mixing layers, and wakes. In this study, we extend the
field of TNTI research into the domain of airfoil flows. Specifically,
the issue of TNTI identification in complex airfoil flows is tackled by
applying the threshold-free fuzzy cluster method (FCM) [10] and
cross-checked using a conventional joint probability-based method.
Airfoil TNTIs resolved by the FCM are confirmed to be physical a
posteriori by the distinctive quasi-step jump behavior found in conditionally averaged vorticity magnitude and in turbulent kinetic energy
(TKE) along traverses normal to the interfaces. The issue of TNTI
characterization is addressed by statistical measures of interface zone
thickness, outward normal direction of the interface, and interface
height. Furthermore, the Gaussian curvature and the mean curvature
of identified TNTIs are extracted and related to the computed local
entrainment velocity through the TNTIs. Details of this work are
described next.

II.

Method

In the current study, we consider TNTIs in the subsonic flow over a
NACA-0012 airfoil at a low Reynolds number (Rec  U∞ c∕ν 
1.0 × 105 ), where U∞ is the freestream velocity magnitude, c is the
airfoil chord length, and ν is the kinematic viscosity. The freestream
Mach number is Ma  0.5, and the angle of attack is set to 2 deg. We
perform a direct numerical simulation (DNS) on this flow using the
compact six-order curvilinear code of Nagarajan et al. [11]. A thirdorder Runge–Kutta scheme is used for time marching in conjunction
with a staggered O mesh. The outer boundary of the computational
domain is a circle with a radius of 50c, and the leading edge of the
airfoil is located at the center of this circle. Homogeneous boundary
conditions are applied along the spanwise direction with a spanwise
domain length of 0.25c. The DNS mesh size is 1200 × 1200 × 96 in
circumferential, radial, and spanwise directions, respectively. The
initial condition was obtained from a two-dimensional Reynoldsaveraged Navier–Stokes computation of the airfoil at the same flow
setting using the SU2 code [12]. Starting from this initial condition,
the simulation was advanced for a duration of 48c∕U∞ to a statistically steady state at a time step of 2.5 × 10−4 c∕U∞ . For the
current TNTI analysis, the full three-dimensional DNS data fields

were saved at a regular interval of 0.05c∕U∞ covering a duration of
5c∕U∞ (from 48c∕U∞ to 53c∕U∞ ), yielding a total number of L 
100 realizations. Extensive benchmark and validation studies on the
DNS code were previously reported by Nagarajan et al. [13]. In their
studies of aero-optics and aeroacoustics, Mani et al. [14,15] and
Khalighi et al. [16,17] used the same DNS code to compute flow
past a circular cylinder at Re  10;000 and Ma  0.2. They showed
excellent agreement between the predicted mean, rms, and spectra in
the wake behind the cylinder and previously published experimental
and DNS data. Before initiating the present airfoil computation, we
repeated the same circular cylinder flow case and confirmed the
previous results [14–17]. Our cylinder flow DNS was performed
using a mesh of 641 × 1200 × 96 on a domain size of 45 radii of
the cylinder. Note that in our verification DNS, the computational
grid is still curvilinear as opposed to orthogonal because the cylinder
is offset from the center of the computational domain.
As shown in Fig. 1, the TNTIs in the present flow can be broadly
categorized into three groups: the boundary-layer TNTI (denoted
with subscript BL), the upper-wake TNTI (denoted with subscript
UW), and the lower-wake TNTI (denoted with subscript LW). The
suction-side turbulent-boundary layer develops from the separation
bubble to the trailing edge (TE) under the surface curvature and
adverse pressure gradients. As a matter of fact, the boundary is
initially transitional near the separation bubble. Downstream of the
TE, we limit our attention to the airfoil near-wake region, which is
asymmetric due to the nonzero angle of attack. The upper wake is
influenced by the turbulent-boundary layer, which exits from the
suction side of the airfoil; whereas the lower wake follows the laminar
boundary layer from the pressure side. Within each group, due to the
strongly spatially developing nature of the airfoil flow, the TNTIs are
divided into four subsurfaces for statistical sampling and physical
investigation. For the boundary-layer group, the four subsurfaces are
associated with the initial stage of transition (BL1), the late stage of
transition (BL2), the turbulent-boundary layer immediately downstream of the separation bubble (BL3), and the turbulent-boundary
layer near the TE (BL4), respectively. For the wake group, three
subzones (W1, W2, and W3) cover the progress of the lower wake
transiting from laminar to turbulent. Inside these subzones, the two
flow streams exiting from the pressure side and the suction side of the
airfoil have not yet fully mixed. Therefore, distinct upper-wake and
lower-wake TNTI properties are expected. Further downstream in the
W4 region, the upper wake and the lower wake have become fully
turbulent; and discrepancies between the properties of the TNTIUW4
and TNTILW4 are expected to be small.

III.

Interface Identification

After obtaining high-quality DNS data, the first step in our TNTI
study is interface identification, which is itself a topic of active
research. TNTI identification has traditionally been accomplished
by selecting the isosurface of an indicator variable, which introduces
a large degree of uncertainty and bias when deciding which indicator
variable to choose and what threshold value to use. Such a dilemma
is particularly pronounced in our complex spatially developing airfoil flow.
Prasad and Sreenivasan [18] chose the passive scalar to identify the
TNTI in their jet-flow experiment. In the work of Bisset et al. [19],
vorticity magnitude ω was used as the indicator variable in their DNS
study on the TNTI in a temporally decaying wake. Although the
physical meaning of vorticity magnitude is obvious, it is nevertheless
not always effective in revealing an interface due to the occurrence of
an excessive number of islands/pockets both inside and outside the
turbulent region [6]. The streamwise velocity component was used by
Tichenor [8] in a preliminary study on the TNTIs in the flat-plate
boundary layer with pressure gradients. Chauhan et al. [20] also used
a velocity-based indicator of the local kinetic energy (LKE) to
identify the TNTI in their experimental studies of a ZPGSFPBL.
They employed a coordinate system moving with the freestream
velocity U ∞ such that the local kinetic energy was defined as
LKE  u − U∞  ⋅ u − U∞ ∕2

(1)
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Fig. 1

Illustration and visualization of instantaneous airfoil TNTIs.

where u is the instantaneous velocity vector in the stationary
Cartesian system. The LKE indicator was also used in the prelimiary
TNTI identification by Yoon et al. [9] on the flat-plate boundary-layer
simulation with adverse pressure gradients. Both Tichenor [8] and
Yoon et al. [9] provided limited TNTI identification results without
further pursuing the kinematics and dynamics of their TNTI.
For a given indicator variable, in order to complete the identification process, a suitable threshold value is usually chosen to reveal the
corresponding isosurface, which is then taken as the TNTI. In many
previous studies, the threshold value was chosen by trial-and-erroraided flow visualization. Prasad and Sreenivasan [18] suggested
using the (plausible) inflectional point that may exist in the probability density function (PDF) profile of the indicator variable. To
make this method effective, a passive scalar with similar molecular
diffusivity as the fluid has to be included in the design of the experiment/DNS. Wu et al. [6] employed this method in their DNS studies
on the turbulent spot and freestream turbulence interface (TSFTI) and
boundary-layer turbulence and freestream turbulence interface
(BTFTI). The present DNS of a NACA-0012 airfoil does not include
a passive scalar. In the identification of the TNTI in a ZPGSFPBL,
Borrell and Jiménez [21] used the neck region appearing in the
contours of the joint PDF between the vorticity magnitude ω and
the wall-normal distance. The neck bridges one high probability
region of the low-level numerical noise far away from the wall with
another high probability region with a high level of near-wall turbulence. Considerable ambiguity still exists in these approaches: a
distinct inflectional point may not exist in the scalar PDF profile,
and a neck region in the joint PDF (even if it exists) actually spans a
wide range of the indicator variable rather than yielding a single
threshold value.
As a notable departure from traditional threshold-based methods,
Fan et al. [10] used a threshold-free approach, which was the fuzzy
cluster method, to identify internal interfacial layers such as uniform
momentum zones (UMZs) in wall-bounded flows. The method groups
contiguous and noncontiguous zones according to common flow
features. With the method, the sequence data (which represent the
common flow feature) in each snapshot will be divided into K clusters.
For TNTI detection, we need to separate turbulent flow from nonturbulent flow based on the indicator variable; therefore, the number of
clusters K is set to two and LKE is used as the common flow feature in
the present study.

Here, we briefly mention the main procedures of how to group the
indicator data (LKE) into K clusters involved in the method of Fan
et al. [10]: for a given indicator variable (LKE), the entirety of flow
data within a particular snapshot forms a sequence of observations
fLKEm gM
m1 , where M represents the total number of grid points in
the snapshot. To group the sequence data into K clusters (Πk with
k  1; : : : ; K), a cluster analysis is performed based on the similarity
between common flow feature observations.
To quantify the similarity between observations, several variables
are defined: Dmn  jLKEm − LKEn j is distance metric between two
observations; smk is a membership coefficient, which represents the
probability of the observation LKEm belonging to the cluster Πk, and
K
X

smk  1

k1

Also, ck is the centroid of the cluster Πk, which is the characteristic
value of the cluster and corresponds to the average of all observations
with the membership function smk : Then, an objective function is
defined as
J

M X
K
X

smk 2 Dmk 2

m1 k1

where Dmk is distance between the observation LKEm and the
centroid of the cluster ck. The optimal value of the objective function
is obtained via the standard Lagrange multiplier method.
The FCM is unambiguous, robust, and repeatable, but so far has
only been applied in detecting UMZs in ZPGSFPBLs and incompressible channel flows [10], as well as in unstably stratified channel
flows [22]. Although Fan et al. [10] mentioned in passing that the
method could potentially be applied to detect TNTIs, no such effort
has been reported so far. Here, we use the FCM in our identification of
the TNTIs in complex airfoil flows. In each subdomain (indicated in
Fig. 1), the FCM is performed on each snapshot and repeated L 
100 times. Since the FCM is a nonthreshold method, the LKE values
are nonconstant on the extracted interfaces (TNTIs). Nevertheless,
we notice that the variation range of the LKE on the TNTIs within
each subdomain is rather small. The relative difference between
the LKE on each nodal point and the mean value of each subdomain
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ϵ  jLKE − LKEavg j∕jLKEavg j is small, where LKEavg is computed
by averaging the LKE data of all nodal points attached to the L
number of interfaces
LKEavg 

X
L X
N
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 X
L

=


Nl

l1

where N is the total number of nodal points on each interface. To
facilitate the isosurface-based local entrainment calculation
approach, the TNTI is extracted using the isosurface of LKEavg . In
general, the isosurface of the LKEavg and the corresponding TNTI
extracted by the FCM directly are very similar. As an example, the
TNTIUW4 in Fig 2a is extracted by the FCM and the TNTIUW4 in
Fig. 2b is extracted using the isosurface of the LKEavg , which is at the
same time and in the same spatial region as that in Fig. 2a. Figure 2a is
colored by the relative difference ϵ, which is generally less than 1%.
However, the interface directly determined by the FCM (Fig. 2a)
loses some subtle features of the isosurface of the LKEavg (Fig. 2b).
We perform cross-checks on the TNTI identification approach
using the isosurface of the LKEavg against the traditional neck region
in the joint PDF approach of Borrell and Jiménez [21] for all subdomains. Our joint PDF is evaluated between log j2LKEj and the
normalized transverse distance. Figures 3a and 3b show examples of
the cross-checks in the BL2 and UW4/LW4 regions, respectively. In
Fig. 3a, joint PDF is defined using the ratio of the volume of fluid with

a value pair log|2LKE| and h∕δ to the total volume. Note that h∕δ is
the normalized transverse distance in the boundary-layer regions,
where h is the normal distance to the airfoil and δ is the mean
boundary-layer thickness. Also, δ is defined at the normal distance
where the local vorticity magnitude falls below 0.5% of the maximum vorticity magnitude across the boundary layer [23]. In Fig. 3b,
the joint PDF is defined using the ratio of the volume of fluid with a
value pair log j2LKEj and y∕b to the total volume. Note that y∕b is
the normalized transverse distance in the wake region, where y is the
vertical distance to the wake center and b is the mean half-wake
width. In Fig. 3, the red color indicates high joint probability and the
blue color indicates low joint probability. In the BL2 region (Fig. 3a),
there are two separated red-colored regions: the small one near the
airfoil 0 < h∕δ < 0.2 is due to the high LKE related to near-wall
boundary-layer turbulence, and the large one away from the airfoil
(1 < h∕δ < 2 is due to numerical noise [21]. The green tilted neck
region connecting the aforementioned two red zones is the plausible
threshold region of TNTIBL2 . The dashed–dotted–dashed line in
Fig. 3a is the LKEavg derived from the FCM, which falls squarely
within the neck region. In the UW4/LW4 region (Fig. 3b), there are
three red regions: the small red region occurring near the wake
centerplane −0.25 < y∕b < 0.25 is related to wake turbulence,
and the other two red regions are related to numerical noise. Both
large regions are connected to the small one by neck zones. The
dashed–dotted–dashed line in Fig. 3b represents the LKEavg of
TNTIUW4 , and TNTILW4 falls into the middle of the two neck zones.

Fig. 2 Visualizations of an instantaneous TNTIUW4 .

Fig. 3 Joint PDF between log j2LKEj and the normalized transverse distance. Dashed–dotted–dashed lines indicate LKEavg derived from the FCM.
Red to blue colors indicate high to low joint PDF levels.
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It must be pointed out that the magnitude of numerical noise is very
low in comparison to boundary-layer turbulence and wake turbulence; this is evident in Fig. 3 by noting the logarithmic scale on the
horizontal axis.
We also found that when the vorticity magnitude is used as the
indicator coupled with the FCM, the resolved TNTI surfaces are not
smooth, which poses difficulties in subsequent studies on surface
curvature characterization.
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IV.

Interface-Normal Statistics

The ultimate proof of appropriateness of our TNTI identification
procedure (based on the isosurface of the LKEavg derived from the
FCM of Fan et al. [10]) is demonstrated a posteriori in this section
through the quasi-discontinuous jump behavior that appears in the
conditionally sampled statistics along traverses normal to instantaneous interfaces. Hypothetically speaking, if no distinct quasi-step
change can be found from any relevant second-order conditionally
averaged turbulent statistics across the identified TNTIs, then either
the identification procedure is erroneous or the preassumed TNTIs do
not exist. As a matter of fact, the whole concept of TNTIs was much in
doubt from the 1950s until Bisset et al. [24] found quasi-step changes
across the TNTI in the conditionally sampled statistics of a temporarily decaying wake.
Extracting interface-normal statistics is a nontrivial matter because
the vectors normal to the TNTIs vary from position to position and
from instant to instant. Our procedures for computing the interfacenormal statistics in the postprocessing stage are as follows. Step i
identifies the interface as described in Sec. III. Step ii extracts the
interface from a selected raw DNS volume file into a finite element
surface data file based on the identified threshold value. In this
extraction process, coordinates together with unit outward normal
vectors of n  −∇LKE∕j∇LKEj at each interface nodal point are
exported into the finite element surface data file. Step iii computes the
flow variable values along the interface-normal traverse for each
nodal point in the finite element interface data file. To achieve this,
it is necessary to perform a three-dimensional interpolation on the
selected raw DNS volume file using geometrical information, such as
the surface normal at each interface nodal point, contained inside the
extracted finite element interface data file. Steps ii and iii are repeated
for all raw DNS files to be sampled to accumulate statistics. This
procedure, introduced by Wu et al. [6], is elaborate, which explains
the fact that almost all previously published conditionally averaged
TNTI statistics are actually not normal to the TNTI but along a
Cartesian coordinate that is either normal to the flat plate (for
ZPGSFPBLs) or normal to the symmetry plane (for wakes and jets),
e.g., Bisset et al. [19]. In this work, statistics obtained from sampling
along the traverse perpendicular to the time-dependent TNTI are
represented by a pair of angled brackets h⋅i.
Our TNTI identification and sampling methods contain a sequence
of complicated operations involving several pieces of standalone
third-party software such as Python, TecPlot, and MATLAB. These
sequential postprocessing steps are executed one by one, and it is very
difficult to get them fully automated. This is quite different from the
simple run-time spanwise and temporal averaging procedure used in

a) Boundary-layer group
Fig. 4

Normalized vorticity magnitude

the conventional mean and second-order turbulent statistics sampling. We verified the conventional statistics such as the skin-friction
coefficient, and the Reynolds stresses remained nearly unchanged
with a doubling of the sampling time from 5c∕U∞ to 10c∕U∞ . We
also verified the convergence of the TNTI conditional statistics using
the subdomain W4. The three-dimensional DNS data fields in the W4
region were saved at a regular interval of 0.05c∕U∞ covering a
duration of 10c∕U∞ . Our aforementioned elaborate TNTI conditional sampling procedures were then applied to these data. We found
that the conditionally sampled statistics such as the TKE along the
traverse perpendicular to the TNTIUW4 with longer sampling duration
nearly collapse onto the profiles obtained with the duration of
q
5c∕U∞ .
Vorticity magnitude ω  ω2x  ω2y  ω2z is of interest in TNTI
studies because it has been commonly used as an interface identifier,
such as by Borrell and Jiménez [21]. Figure 4 shows the normalized
vorticity magnitude hω i  hωi∕hωiTNTI as a function of the normalized interface-normal distance dn ∕λ, where the Taylor microscale
02 ∕ε1∕2 . In the transverse direction, d  0 is directly on
λ  15νurms
n
the TNTIs, dn < 0 denotes the turbulent zones, and dn > 0 denotes
the nonturbulent zones. All conditional mean vorticity magnitudes
hω i profiles display an obvious jump at the TNTIs. Most of the hω i
profiles show a quasi-step jump with a small kink, highlighted by the
red arrows. This could be due to the fact that the outward normal
direction decided by −∇LKE∕j∇LKEj is not aligned with the direction of the fastest decrease in the vorticity magnitude, which should
be −∇ω∕j∇ωj. The trend of the normalized vorticity magnitude
profiles along the interface-normal direction is as expected. The
vorticity magnitude is large in the turbulent regions and small in
the nonturbulent regions connected by the rapid decrease at TNTIs.
Therefore, the selection of the indicator and the threshold should be
reasonable.
Normalized turbulent kinetic energy hTKE i is shown in Fig. 5.
Except for TNTIBL1 and TNTIBL2 , the hTKE i profiles decrease
from the turbulent side to the nonturbulent side. The rate of decrease
at the interface and in the nonturbulent region of the lower-wake
TNTIs is fairly uniform, as indicated by the blue lines in Fig. 5b. In
the turbulent region, the hTKE i of TNTILW1 is approximately 4.5,
but other TNTILW profiles are just over 3.0. This higher level of
hTKE i on the negative side of the TNTILW1 arises because the TKE
on the interface TNTILW1 is very small; and this small quantity is used
to normalize the TKE results in Fig. 5b. Note that the LW1 zone is
right downstream of the very thin pressure-side laminar boundary
layer, and the local wake flow is in an early transitional stage and has
low turbulent intensity but strong shear. The difference between the
transitional-wake TNTIs and the turbulent-wake TNTIs is also consistent with the geometric features of the lower-wake TNTIs discussed in Sec. V. The lower/laminar side of the asymmetric wake may
acquire turbulence over a very short distance and the transition
process could be rapid. The TNTIUW have very similar profiles at
the nonturbulent side; however, the hTKE i values on the turbulent
side from TNTIUW1 to TNTIUW4 increase from 2.1 to 2.8. The
hTKE i profiles for transitional boundary layers (BL1 and BL2)
decrease on the turbulent side, and the slope of the initial transitional
region is steeper than the late transitional region.

b) Lower-wake group
hω i

c) Upper-wake group

 hωi∕hωiTNTI along the traverse perpendicular to the interface. Arrows identify small kinks.
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a) Boundary-layer group

b) Lower-wake group

c) Upper-wake group
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Fig. 5 Normalized turbulent kinetic energy hTKE i  hTKEi∕hTKEiTNTI along the traverse perpendicular to the interface. Blue lines indicate the rate
of decrease for hTKE i.

We computed selected conditional statistics with the vorticity
magnitude as the indicator coupled with the FCM. The procedures
of conditional sampling are similar to the LKE-based calculation; the
only difference is the unit outward normal vectors are calculated
by n  −∇ω∕j∇ωj. We found that the quasi-step jump tendency
and the dimension of the region of rapid change captured by the
LKE-FCM-based approach and the vorticity-magnitude-FCM-based
approach are similar.

V.

Interface Local Geometry

Recent studies by Jahanbakhshi and Madnia [19] on compressible
shear layer and by Mistry et al. [25] on jet suggest that entrainment of
the irrotational fluid into the turbulent region is closely related to the
local geometry of the TNTIs. Thus, before considering the issue of
entrainment in the present airfoil flow, here in this section, we
describe the local geometrical characteristics of the three groups of
TNTIs (boundary layer, upper wake, and lower wake). We consider
four geometrical aspects of the TNTIs: thickness, orientation, height,
and curvature.
A. TNTI Zone Thickness Estimation

The TNTI zone thickness is considered as the dimension of the
region within which the indicator LKE value changes rapidly with
interface-normal distance dn . To quantify this thickness, the firstorder derivative of the indicator LKE with respect to dn is calculated,
namely, dhLKE i∕ddn . The dimension of the region that is
bounded on both ends by nearly constant slopes of dhLKE i∕
ddn  is therefore approximated as the TNTI zone thickness; see
Fig. 6. At few locations, a constant slope of dhLKE i∕ddn  on the
turbulent side does not exist. This is to be expected because the
present study is on a complex geometry where the flow properties
change rapidly with spatial coordinates. When this happens, estimation of the local TNTI zone thickness is skipped. As shown in Fig. 6,
on the nonturbulent side of the airfoil flow, the slope is indeed
constant with dhLKE i∕ddn  ≈ 0. On the turbulent side, for most
of the locations, a nearly constant slope can also be discerned. Except
for TNTILW1 and TNTIBL1 , the thicknesses of all other interfaces are

a) Boundary-layer group

on the order of the Taylor microscale. To separate different lines in
Fig 6, profiles of TNTIBL2 ; TNTILW2 , and TNTIUW2 are vertically
shifted by one; profiles of TNTILB3 ; TNTILW3 , and TNTIUW3 are
vertically shifted by two; and profiles of TNTIBL4 ; TNTILW4 , and
TNTIUW4 are vertically shifted by three.
Wu et al. [6] found the thickness of the BTFTI over the higher
Reynolds number range 2400 < Reθ < 2800 is estimated to be 0.9λ,
and that the thickness of TSFTI over the lower Reynolds number range
of 800 < Reθ < 1200 is roughly 0.7λ. Although the thicknesses of both
the BTFTI and TSFTI scale with the Taylor microscale, there is a slight
increase from the transitional-region interface to the turbulent-region
interface. This observation is also confirmed in the present study, as the
thickness of the late-transitional-boundary-layer TNTI (0.72λ) is less
than the turbulent-boundary-layer TNTI (0.88λ). For idealized turbulent free-shear flow, Gampert et al. [26] found jet-flow TNTI thickness
scales with the Taylor microscale. As shown in Fig. 6, the thicknesses
of the near-wake TNTI are in the range of 0.97λ to 1.81λ. The
thicknesses of TNTIs in or adjacent to the transitional wakes
(δn;LW2  1.71λ, δn;LW3  1.81λ) are slightly larger than the turbulent-wake TNTI thickness (δn;LW4  1.30λ). Thicknesses of the
upper- and the lower-wake TNTIs of asymmetric wakes are different:
the lower/laminar-wake TNTIs are thicker than the upper/turbulentwake TNTIs.
B. TNTI Local Orientation

A TNTI’s unit outward normal vector n  cos αn−x ; cos αn−y ;
cos αn−z  is used here to describe its local orientation, where
αn−x ; αn−y , and αn−z denote the directional angles between n and
the positive directions of the three coordinate axes, respectively. This
approach was used by Wu et al. [6] in their study on the boundarylayer turbulence and freestream turbulence interface. Here, the unit
outward normal vectors pointing from the turbulent side to the nonturbulent side are calculated by −∇LKE∕j∇LKEj.
Figures 7a, 7c, and 7e present the PDFs of αn−x for the TNTIs in
the boundary-layer group TNTIBL , the upper-wake group TNTIUW ,
and the lower-wake group TNTILW , respectively. The PDF of αn−x
is defined as the ratio of the area with a particular value of αn−x to the

b) Lower-wake group

c) Upper-wake group

Fig. 6 TNTI thickness estimation. (Line symbols are the same as in Fig. 5.)
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total TNTI area. Within each group, the profiles of four subgroups
(corresponding to the indices sketched in Fig. 1) are included. The
vertical dashed line represents αn−x  90 deg. If there is no
upstream/downstream preference of the TNTIs, the profiles will
be symmetric about the dashed line. If more TNTI area faces the
downstream direction, the profiles will have a propensity for
αn−x < 90 deg. Conversely, when more TNTI area faces the
upstream direction, the profiles will have a propensity for
αn−x > 90 deg. The PDFs of TNTIBL1 and TNTIBL2 show a large
degree of upstream/downstream asymmetry with a propensity for
αn−x < 90 deg, which means that these two transitional TNTIs near
the separation bubble have more surface area facing the downstream
direction. In comparison, the PDFs of αn−x for TNTIBL3 and
TNTIBL4 associated with the two turbulent-boundary layers further
away from the separation bubble are nearly symmetric with negligible upstream/downstream propensity. Figures 7a and 7b also
show that for TNTIBL1, the PDFs of αn−x and αn−y attain peak values
at 85 and 5 deg, respectively. This suggests that the early transitional boundary layer at the rear portion of the separation bubble has
a nearly flat TNTI geometry, similar to TNTILW1 (Figs. 7c and 7d)
of the lower wake immediately after the TE. As the boundary layer
grows on the suction side away from the separation bubble, and as
the wake develops downstream away from the TE, their respective
TNTIs become progressively more convoluted. Note that for easy
comparison, the PDF profiles of αn−y for the lower-wake group are
mirrored. The PDF of αn−z is symmetric about αn−z  90 deg as
expected but not shown here.

Comparing the PDF profiles of the orientation angles of TNTIUW
with TNTILW can contribute to the quantification of the asymmetry in
the upper-/lower-wake TNTIs. The issue of TNTI asymmetry in a
temporally decaying wake (downstream of a splitter plate) was
studied by Hickey et al. [27]: their initial condition was a turbulentboundary layer on one side of the splitter plate and a laminar Blasius
boundary layer on the other. They observed a rapid transition on the
laminar wake side, which was dominated by organized midsize
inclined structures. The present airfoil TE is analogous to the splitter
plate in the work of Hickey et al. [27] in that the suction side
turbulent-boundary layer and the pressure-side laminar boundary
layer start mixing downstream of the TE. It is seen from Figs. 7c
and 7d that immediately after the TE, PDFs associated with the lower
side of the wake (TNTILW1 ) exhibit strong asymmetry favoring the
downstream side, which is in sharp contrast to the TNTIUW1 associated with the upper wake in the same region, which shows no
obvious upstream/downstream propensity (see Figs. 7e and 7f).
The distinction between TNTIUW1 and TNTILW1 is pronounced in
all directions, whereas the discrepancies between TNTIUW4 and
TNTILW4 are minimal. The region of W4 is from 0.4c to 0.6c (see
Fig. 1a) downstream of the airfoil TE. The small discrepancies
between TNTIUW4 and TNTILW4 seem to imply that the communication between the laminar side and the turbulent side of the asymmetric wake is relatively effective so that the TNTIs on two sides can
reach a statistical symmetry of orientation within a short distance.
Highly wrinkled surfaces will lead to more broadbandlike distributions of the orientation angle PDFs. The degree of wrinkling can be

a) PDF of

n–x of

boundary-layer group

b) PDF of

n–y of

boundary-layer group

c) PDF of

n–x of

lower-wake group

d) PDF of

n–y of

lower-wake group

e) PDF of

n–x of

upper-wake group

f) PDF of

n–y of

upper-wake group

Fig. 7 PDFs for the angles between the interface outward normal vector and the coordinate axes. The vertical dashed line in the first column represents
αn−x  90 deg.
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quantified using the folding ratio FR, defined here as the ratio
between the total area of a TNTI ATNTI to its projected area on to a
plane normal to the wall-normal direction for the boundary-layer
group and to the y axis for the wake groups. From TNTIBL1 to
TNTIBL4 , the folding ratios are 1.07, 1.56, 2.47, and 3.21, respectively. For the upper wake from TNTIUW1 to TNTIUW4 , FR  2.72,
2.45, 2.32, and 2.31, respectively. For the lower wake from TNTILW1
to TNTILW4 , FR  1.04, 1.50, 1.89, and 2.31, respectively. The
TNTIBL4 and TNTIUW1 have relatively high values of folding ratios,
and their PDFs of the orientational angles are also more broadbandlike. The same FR  2.31 is attained by TNTILW4 and TNTIUW4 ,
supporting the statistically symmetric orientation observation in the
W4 region.
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C. TNTI Height

The TNTI height is of significant importance for studying flow
structures near the interface (see Kwon et al. [28]). The strong
connection between BTFTI geometry and the hairpin vortex structure
beneath the TNTI was reported by Wu et al. [6].
Figure 8 shows instantaneous visualizations of the identified interfaces (using the isosurfaces of the LKEavg ) colored by TNTI height

normalized by airfoil chord length in 12 subdomains. In the wake
region, the TNTI height hW is defined as the distance from the TNTI
to the wake centerline. The wake centerline is determined as the
location of the maximum velocity defect. In the boundary-layer
regions, the TNTI height hBL is defined as the normal distance from
the TNTI to the airfoil surface. As indicated by the legends, red
and blue colors correspond to large and small values of normalized
TNTI height, respectively. For the boundary-layer group, there is a
progressive growth of the TNTI height from TNTIBL1 to TNTIBL4 .
The same trend is also observed for the lower-wake group from
TNTILW1 to TNTILW4 . On the other hand, the height values of
TNTIUW1 and TNTIUW4 are slightly larger than those of TNTIUW2
and TNTIUW3 . These instantaneous observations are validated by the
averaged TNTI height statistics shown in Table 1. The sudden change
of normalized height from hBL ∕c  0.022 for TNTIBL4 to hW ∕c 
0.039 for TNTIUW1 is due to the fact that definitions of height
are different between the boundary-layer group and the upperwake group.
The asymmetry of the data is measured by the skewness. Positive
skewness means the longer tail of the distribution is on the right side
of the mean. Conversely, negative skewness means the longer tail of
the distribution is on the left side of the mean. In the present study,

Fig. 8 Top view of the instantaneous TNTIs colored by the TNTI height normalized by airfoil chord length. Flow direction is from left to right.
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Table 1
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TNTIBL1
TNTIBL2
TNTIBL3
TNTIBL4
TNTILW1
TNTILW2
TNTILW3
TNTILW4
TNTIUW1
TNTIUW2
TNTIUW3
TNTIUW4

Statistics of TNTI height normalized
by airfoil chord length
Mean Deviation Skewness Kurtosis
0.016
0.002
0.027
6.525
0.016
0.005
0.025
3.193
0.017
0.009
0.498
2.804
0.022
0.013
0.597
2.833
0.019
0.004
0.941
4.416
0.025
0.009
−0.199
3.615
0.030
0.012
−0.143
2.935
0.039
0.017
0.169
2.857
0.039
0.014
0.250
2.638
0.036
0.014
0.226
2.837
0.036
0.015
0.214
3.025
0.040
0.019
−0.006
2.876

positive skewness suggests the TNTI height is skewed to the nonturbulent side, and negative skewness means the TNTI height is
skewed to the turbulent side. The absolute value of skewness is used
to describe the degree of asymmetry. If the skewness is zero, the data
are perfectly symmetrical, such as the normal distribution; if the
absolute skewness is less than 0.5, the data are fairly symmetrical;
if the absolute skewness is between 0.5 and one, the data are moderately skewed; and if the absolute skewness is larger than one, the
data are highly skewed. Figures 9a and 9b show the PDFs of the
heights of TNTIBL1 and TNTIBL3 , respectively. The mean heights for
TNTIBL1 and TNTIBL3 are 0.016 and 0.017, respectively; and the
standard deviations are 0.002 and 0.009, respectively. The skewness
of TNTIBL1 in Table 1 is 0.027, yielding a nearly symmetric distribution with respect to the mean as shown in Fig. 9a. The skewness of
TNTIBL3 is 0.498 and skewed toward the nonturbulent side of the
flow. As shown in in Fig. 9b, the longer tail on the hBL > 0.017 side
0
indicates that hBL
 hBL − hBL is more likely to take on large
positive values than large negative values. Results presented in
Table 1 suggest that the absolute skewness increases as the boundary
layer grows on the suction side away from the separation bubble. This
indicates that the airfoil boundary-layer TNTIs are skewed toward the
direction away from the airfoil. As the wake develops downstream of
the trailing edge, the absolute skewness decreases. The strong positive skewness of TNTILW1 is due to the distorted local wake centerline. The downwash after the airfoil TE pushes the wake centerline to
the negative y direction.
Kurtosis is a statistical measure that defines how heavily the tails of a
distribution differ from the tails of a normal distribution, noting that the
kurtosis for a standard normal distribution is three. The normal distributions of TNTIBL1 and TNTIBL3 are indicated by the solid line in
Fig. 9. The kurtosis of TNTIBL1 is 6.525; and as shown in Fig. 9a, the
PDF bars exceed the solid line near the mean height. In Fig. 9b, the
PDF bars of TNTIBL3 are close to the normal distribution with kurtosis
slightly lower than three. Except for TNTIBL1 and TNTILW1 , kurtosis
of all other TNTIs is around three, suggesting that the TNTI height has
an approximately normal distribution. Similar results were observed in

Fig. 9
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forced and unforced wakes [19], in temporally developing asymmetric
wake [27], and in turbulent-boundary layer [20].
D. TNTI Curvature

Curvature, which is the deviation from a plane, is one of the most
important geometrical parameters of TNTIs. The description of surface curvature is based on the curves drawn on the surface. A nonsingular curve on a smooth surface has its tangent vector T contained
in the tangent plane of the surface. All curves passing the point with
the same tangent vector T have the same normal curvature. The
maximum and minimum values of the normal curvature at a point
are called principal curvatures, κ 1 and κ 2 , respectively. Gaussian
curvature, Kg  κ 1 κ 2 , is an intrinsic measure of surface curvature,
depending only on distances that are measured on the surface. Mean
curvature is defined as K m  κ 1  κ 2 ∕2, which has a unit of
1/length.
Calculating curvature on an irregular triangular mesh is always a
challenging task, especially on extracted highly wrinkled three-dimensional TNTIs. Rusinkiewicz [29] proposed a general algorithm for
computing curvature on a triangular mesh with the following steps.
Step i calculates the second fundamental tensor II over each triangular
mesh surface with a finite difference approach. The second fundamental tensor II is a quadratic form of the tangent plane of a smooth surface,
and it serves to define the extrinsic invariants of the surface. Step ii
projects the second fundamental tensor II over a mesh surface onto the
orthonormal coordinate system defined by per-vertex unit outward
normal vector n and edge vectors, yielding the projected tensor II’ on
each mesh vertex. Step iii calculates the eigenvalues of the projected
tensor II’ on each vertex, which are principle curvatures κ 1 and κ 2 .
Step iv obtains the Gaussian curvature and the mean curvature with
K g  κ 1 κ 2 and Km  κ 1  κ 2 ∕2. Practically, all curvature estimation techniques need to consider the effects of the neighborhood
size surrounding each vertex. Small neighborhoods provide better
curvature estimates. Large neighborhoods can enhance the level of
tolerance to noise in surface geometry and smooth curvature estimates.
The aforementioned procedure is accomplished in this study by modifying the computer program of Shabat and Fischer [30]. Here the pervertex normal is calculated with n  −∇LKE∕j∇LKEj.
Figure 10 shows the Gaussian curvature Kg and the mean curvature Km contours of an instantaneous TNTILW4 . Positive Kg (red)
corresponds to the elliptical surface, and negative (blue) refers to the
saddle surface. Positive K m (red) indicates convex surfaces facing the
nonturbulent side, and negative (blue) corresponds to concave surfaces. Note that the surface normal vector n in the present work is
pointing from the turbulent side to the nonturbulent side, as shown in
Fig 2b, which is opposite to the definition used by Wolf et al. [31] and
Jahanbakhshi and Madnia [19]. As an intrinsic measure of curvature,
the different definitions of n will not affect the Gaussian curvature.
However, the mean curvature will be distinct: the convex surfaces in
the works of Wolf et al. [31] and Jahanbakhshi and Madnia [19] face
the turbulent side; whereas in the present work, the convex surfaces
face the nonturbulent side.
As depicted in Fig. 11a, surface types can be categorized using the
Gaussian curvature and the mean curvature. Surfaces located above

PDFs of height (bars) and the normal distribution (solid line) with mean height and standard deviation.
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Fig. 10 Curvature of an instantaneous TNTILW4 .

Fig. 11 Scheme of four basic types of surfaces and their distributions on an instantaneous TNTILW4 .

the parabola K g λ2  K 2m λ2 have complex curvature. For surfaces that
lie below the parabola K g λ2  K 2m λ2 , there are four basic types of real
curvature: elliptic concave, saddle concave, elliptic convex, and
saddle convex. Complex curvature surfaces are not observed in the
present work, which is indicated by the zero percentage (white area)
above the Kg λ2  K2m λ2 in Fig. 12. As an example, Fig. 11b shows
the distribution of the four basic types of surfaces on an instantaneous TNTILW4 .
Figure 12 shows the joint PDF between the mean curvature and the
Gaussian curvature on TNTIBL1 ; TNTIBL4 , TNTILW4 , and TNTIUW4 .
In both the boundary-layer region and the wake region, probabilities
are higher near the origin and decrease with increasing curvature.
This implies that our airfoil-flow TNTIs are mainly composed of
relatively flat surfaces. In Fig. 12a, the joint PDF of TNTIBL1 is fairly
symmetric about Km  0. As the boundary layer develops, the joint
PDF of TNTIBL4 shown in Fig. 12b slightly skews toward negative
Km at large curvature values. Figures 12c and 12d are the joint PDFs
of TNTILW4 and TNTIUW4 , and their shapes are similar. The red and
yellow regions are larger on the positive Km side, whereas the green
and blue regions shift to the negative Km side. This tendency was also
observed by Wolf et al. [32] in their turbulent shear layer TNTI study.
The joint PDF of TNTILW1 , not shown here, is roughly symmetric
about Km  0, which is similar to the distribution of TNTIBL1 . Also,
joint PDFs of the turbulent-boundary-layer TNTIs and the turbulentwake TNTIs both moderately skew toward the negative Km values at
large curvatures. It seems that the distributions of Km and K g on our
airfoil-flow TNTIs are noticeably affected by whether the flow is
transitional or turbulent, but there is a small difference between the

boundary-layer TNTIs and the wake TNTIs. It is interesting to note
that Wolf et al. [32] found that TNTI curvature joint PDFs are similar
between turbulent jet and turbulent free-shear flows.
Another descriptor ofqthe
TNTI geometry
surface is its curvedness,


p
κ  κ 21  κ 22 ∕2  2K2m − K2g . The inverse of curvedness 1∕κ
is approximately the radius of the flow structure affecting TNTIs. We
found that, from TNTIBL2 to TNTIBL4 , the most probable radii are
1.30λ, 0.80λ, and 0.79λ, respectively. For the lower-wake TNTILW3
and TNTILW4 , λ∕κ  1.16 and 0.83, respectively. For the upper wake
from TNTIUW1 to TNTIUW4 , λ∕κ takes values of 0.91, 0.85, 0.86, and
0.75, respectively. Jahanbakhshi and Madnia [19] obtained similar
results (1.08λ) on their turbulent shear layer at Ma  0.2. It is clear
that most of our airfoil-flow TNTIs are mainly affected by flow
structures at the Taylor microscale. Because TNTIBL1 and TNTILW1
are almost flat (Fig. 8), their curvedness is not calculated.

VI.

TNTI Local Entrainment

It has been recognized that there are two ways to transport an
irrotational fluid particle into a turbulent zone: large-scale swelling
(engulfment) of the nonturbulent zone, and small-scale viscous diffusion on the TNTI (nibbling). Nibbling is also known as local
entrainment. Philip et al. [33,34] and Chauhan et al. [20] quantified
the local entrainment by considering the evolution of the LKE in the
nonturbulent control volume CVt on a frame moving at a freestream velocity U∞. The change of the LKE inside the CVt equals
the LKE flux on the control surface St enclosing the nonturbulent
control volume:
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Fig. 12 Joint PDF between mean curvature Km and Gaussian curvature Kg . Contours are in logarithmic scale. Red to blue range denotes probability of
the joint PDF from high to low.

dLKECVt

dt

Z

Considering all realizations, the average local entrainment velocity
of TNTI in each subzone is

LKEvi − vIi ni dS
St

Z





p
vj δij − 2νvj Sji ni dS − D
ρ
St

(2)

hV n i 

L
X
l1

where v  u − U ∞ is the velocity in the moving frame, vI is the
velocity of an interface, and Sij  1∕2∂vi ∕∂xj  ∂vj ∕∂xi . On the
nonturbulent side of the flow, the LKE is approximately zero, leading
to dLKECVt ∕dt ≈ 0. Shown by Philip et al. [33,34], Eq. (2) reduces to
Z

Z

−

LKEvi − vIi ni dS ≈

−2νvj Sji ni dS

St

(3)

St

The velocity of an interface vI can be written as the sum of the fluid
velocity v and the velocity of the area element relative to the fluid vn ;
that is, vI  v  vn . The local entrainment is the normal component
of relative velocity V n  vn ⋅ n. Noting that vI is only nonzero at the
interface/TNTI, Eq. (3) becomes
Z

Z
vi − vIi ni dS  LKEavg

−LKEavg
STNTI

vn ⋅ n dS
STNTI

Z
≈−

2νvj Sji ni dS

(4)

STNTI

where the LKE on the interface is constant LKEavg . On the interface,
the average local entrainment velocity could be defined as
hV n iATNTI ≈ −

1
LKEavg

Z
2νvj Sji ni dS
STNTI

(5)

hV n iATNTI l

=

L
X

ATNTI l

l1

We found that hV n i is 0.90uη , 0.67uη , 0.71uη , and 0.81uη for
TNTIBL1 , TNTIBL2 , TNTIBL3 , and TNTIBL4 , respectively. Here, the
Kolmogorov velocity is defined as uη  νε1∕4 . In the lower-wake
region, hV n i  0.69uη , 0.81uη , 0.96uη , and 1.11uη for the lowerwake TNTIs from LW1 to LW4, respectively. In the upper-wake
region, hV n i  0.59uη , 0.97uη , 0.80uη , and 0.69uη for TNTIs from
UW1 to UW4, respectively. It is obvious that the local entrainment
velocity is on the order of the local Kolmogorov velocity for all the
airfoil-flow TNTIs considered here. Similar observations were
reported by Holzner and Lüthi [35] in jet flow and by Watanabe et al.
[36] in mixing layers.
To study the dependency of local entrainment on TNTI geometry,
the volume flow rate due to nibbling, which is calculated as the product
of the instantaneous local entrainment velocity with the surface area
V n dS, is conditionally sampled on the TNTI orientation and TNTI
curvature. If the local entrainment flux is not strongly affected by the
interface orientation, the discrepancy between PDFV n dSjαn−x and
PDFαn−x should be minor. This is indeed the case for TNTILW1 ;
TNTIBL1 , and TNTIBL2 (not shown here). For other TNTIs, there are
different ranges within which PDFV n dSjαn−x > PDFαn−x . For example,
in Fig. 13a of TNTIUW1 , PDFV n dSjαn−x is larger than PDFαn−x in the
range from 78 to 180 deg, which imples that the local entrainment is
more effective when the interface outward normal is orientated in this
range. In Fig. 13b of TNTIUW4 , PDFV n dSjαn−x is larger than PDFαn−x
for 73 deg < αn−x < 115 deg. In both cases, the largest discrepancy
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a) TNTIUW1

b) TNTIUW4
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Fig. 13 PDFV n dSjαn−x (solid line with symbols) and PDFαn−x (solid line).

Fig. 14 Difference between joint PDF of the mean curvature Km and the Gaussian curvature Kg weighted by local entrainment flux V n dS and that
weighted by TNTI area. Red represents strengthening of local entrainment, and blue represents weakening of local entrainment.

between PDFV n dSjαn−x and PDFαn−x happens around αn−x  90 deg,
which suggests that there is little propensity for local entrainment to
either the leading or trailing edge of the TNTIs. This is somewhat
different from Refs. [25,37], where a strengthening of local entrainment was found on the TNTI leading edge of 0 deg < αn−x < 90 deg.
Local entrainment flux V n dS is also conditionally sampled based
on the TNTI curvature. Figure 14 shows the difference between the
joint PDF of the mean curvature and the Gaussian curvature weighted
by local entrainment flux V n dS and the same joint PDF weighted by
the TNTI local area dS. Figure 14a demonstrates that there is no
obvious separation between the strengthening (red zone) and the
weakening (blue zone) of local entrainment for TNTIBL1, which is
located in the early transitional region. Similar results are also
obtained on other interfaces between the transitional flow and the
freestream flow, namely, TNTIBL2 and TNTILW1 . On the other hand,
our turbulent TNTIs do exhibit distinct zones in which local entrainment is strengthened or weakened by curvature. For example, the red
zone of Fig. 14b suggests that on TNTIUW3 , local entrainment flux is
more effective on relatively flat surfaces with −3λ < Km < 1.5λ. Note
that small absolute values of K m correspond to relatively flat TNTI
surfaces. With increasing curvature (absolute values of Km become
larger), the conditional joint PDF becomes blue, indicating that the
local entrainment is weakened there. Philip et al. [34] also observed
that local entrainment flux decreased monotonically with increasing
curvedness in their wake TNTI study.

VII.

Conclusions

Previous TNTI research has been limited to the flat-plate boundary
layer and idealized free-shear flows such as jets, wakes, and mixing
layers. Through this study, the field of TNTI research was extended
into the domain of subsonic airfoil flow, in which separation bubbles,

transition, turbulent boundary-layer separation, and asymmetric
wakes coexist in a complex spatially developing environment. A
DNS was performed at Ma  0.5 past a NACA-0012 airfoil at a
2 deg angle of attack and at a low Reynolds number (Rec 
1.0 × 105 ). The FCM was used for TNTI identification in conjunction
with the LKE as the indicator function. The original FCM is threshold-free, and a TNTI directly resolved by the FCM possesses locally
varying (within a very small range) LKE values, which poses some
difficulty for subsequent evaluation of the local entrainment velocity.
In this study, the FCM results were averaged, and an averaged
threshold LKEavg was computed for each subzone (Fig. 1b) to
facilitate the computation of the local entrainment velocity on TNTIs.
This LKEavg and the locally varying LKE values directly from the
FCM are all found to be within the plausible neck region determined
by a joint PDF-based TNTI identification method. More importantly,
the extracted TNTIs are confirmed to be physical a posteriori by
the distinctive quasi-step jump behavior seen in both conditionally
averaged vorticity magnitude and TKE along traverse normal to the
interfaces.
TNTI geometrical characteristics are studied from the viewpoints
of interface zone thickness, interface outward normal direction, and
interface height. It is found that the TNTI zone thickness is, in
general, on the order of the Taylor microscale. Some small
differences exist between TNTI zone thicknesses in the transitional
region and those in the turbulent region. In the transitional wake and
the transitional boundary layer, PDFs of the interface directional
angles exhibit a large degree of upstream/downstream asymmetry
with a propensity for αn−x < 90 deg, which indicates that TNTIs in
the transitional regions have more surface area facing the downstream
direction. Similar PDF measures associated with TNTIs in the turbulent regions are, on the other hand, nearly symmetric with negligible upstream/downstream propensity.
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The Gaussian curvature and the mean curvature for all identified
airfoil-flow TNTIs have been calculated and show that the radius of
the most probable structures on the surfaces is on the order of the
Taylor microscale. The percentages of the concave surfaces and the
convex surfaces are almost equal. Airfoil-flow TNTI curvature
parameters are found to be noticeably affected by the transitional
state of the flow; at the same time, there are only minor differences
between TNTIs in the boundary-layer region and those in the wake
region. In other words, there are statistical similarities between the
transitional-boundary-layer TNTIs and the transitional-wake TNTIs.
Furthermore, there are also statistical similarities between the turbulent-boundary-layer TNTIs and the turbulent-wake TNTIs.
Finally, the possible connection between the TNTI curvature and
local entrainment has also been investigated. The average local
entrainment velocities on the present airfoil-flow TNTIs are found
to be on the order of the Kolmogorov velocity. Conditionally sampled
results suggest that there is little propensity for local entrainment to
either the leading or trailing edge of the TNTIs. Downstream of
transition, local entrainment is more effective on relatively flat TNTI
surfaces for both the airfoil wake and the boundary layer.
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